Leather is a natural material and sometimes needs to be broken in before first
use, just like your new pair of shoes.

LEATHER HOLSTER BREAK-IN
You will need your gun, our leather holster, plastic bag, denatured alcohol and a brush.
If you have everything ready, please, follow these instructions (do not be afraid to
apply a bit of force):
1.

2.

3.

Soak the brush in denatured
alcohol and apply the liquid to the
key parts of the holster that keep
your gun in place, such as the trigger guard or barrel covering
Run these parts over with the
brush a couple of times, just to
make sure it is well saturated
Place your unloaded gun inside
a plastic bag and push it into the
holster firmly

4.

Let it sit in the holster overnight

5.

Take the gun out of the bag in the
morning and start carrying with
comfort and great fit

6.

If you do not experience a better
fit when you try holstering your
gun the next day, please, repeat
the process

LEATHER THUMB STRAP BREAK-IN
Please follow these instructions (do not be afraid to apply a bit of force):
1.

2.

First, soak the brush in denatured
alcohol and apply the liquid on
both sides of the thumb break
leather strap
Push your unloaded gun into the
holster firmly, pulling the strap in
the opposite direction

3.

Try to close the retention snap

4.

If you cannot close the snap,
please, apply some more liquid

5.

Leave the gun inside the closed
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holster overnight
6.

Release the snap in the morning
and try to close it again. You
will notice the leather strap has
extended to fit your gun

7.

If you are still having trouble
closing the retention snap, please,
repeat the process

